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SELECTION

Summary of Significant Rules

1. All documents selected for announcement in RIR and inclusion in the ERIC database must have a demonstrable
connection with and relevance to the field of education.

2. Documents acquired anywhere in the system am transmitted, on the basis of their subject matter, to the
appropriate ERIC Clearinghouse fir processing. New topics, not previously included in Clearinghouse scope
of interest statements, must be allocated as they arise. Scope of interest statements must be constantly revised
by the Clearinghouses in order to include any new topics assumed by them or assigned to them.

3. At least one subject-matter specialist shoukl be involved in the selection process at each Clearinghouse.

4. Quality is the single most important selection criterion. Quality is a composite factor made up of several more
specific characteristics, e.g., contribution to knowledge, significance, relevance, newness/innovativeness,
effectiveness and thoroughness of presentation, relation to cunent priorities. timeliness, authority of author, size
of audience. balance, etc.

5. Document/publication types have been subdivided into three groups: most suitable (for RIE): acceptable (if
exemplary): unsuitable. To be selected for RM, docimients must be one of the rust two types. For example.
Research Reports are "most suitable." Dissertations are "acceptable,* Non-Print Materials are "unsuitable."

6. To be selected for RIE, documents must be legible and reproducible. If a document has defective pages, they
must either be corrected, or judged not to seriously affect the content of the document, before that document can
be selected.

7. Documents that are selected for RIE despite containing physically illegible or non-reproducible pages (or pans
of pages), mrst bear the legend "BEST COPY AVAILABLE.'

S. All documents selected for RE must be available either from EDRS or from an outside source whose name and
address can be cited. Documents that cannot be made available to useis should not be selected and announced
in RM.

9. Documents about education and its many associated processes, but not designed for use in an educational
context, are desirable documents for ERIC. Documents about a disciplinary or subject-matter area, but not
specifically designed for educational use, must have the link to education explicitly drawn in order to be selected.

10. Document preparation activities should be engaged in whenever possible to remedy physical defects that might
otherwise disqualify good documents.

ERIC Procvssing Manual
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11. Selection of brief materials (5 pages or less) for RIE must be reviewed and approved by the Clearinghouse

Director.

12. Documents that cannot be reproduced and made available via EDRS (i.e., Level 3 documents) are pemiissible,
but cunent policy is to keep their numbers relatively low. i.e.. less than IQ% of total inpt. They currently
amount to around 3% of ruly given issue of RIE.

13. Documents landiced for the public or classroom by industrial corporations, trade associations, or public utilities,

must be screened to ensure that they contain valid information for practical use by educators and not just
advertising, propaganda, or public relations material.

14. Selection of journal articles for CUE is based primarily on selection of tim entire journal in which the articles

appear. Some journals are selected for comprehensive, cover-to-cover, handling (i.e., all articles are covered).

Some journals are cksignated for selective handling (i.e., only education-related articles rffe covered). When
selecting articles, Clearinghouses should select from the point of view of the entire system and should nor restrict

themselves to only their own scope, insofar as no other Clearinghouse will be reviewing that same journal.

6
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SELECTION

A. Introduction

Doctanents acquired as candidates for possible announcement in RIE must be subjected to a set of
rigorms selection criteria to determine their proper disposition. Although in many C11.903 documents are
originally acquired selectively, in most cases the &visions of acquisitions staff as to what to acquire art
made in the absence of the actual document, and necessarily raeliminary to the final selectkm process.
It is the objective of this section to establish standards for judging a document in hand as to the
following factors:

Appropriateness of content/subject matter (to the field of education/scope of Clea.:nghouse);

Suitability of format, medium, document type;

Quality of content;

Legibility and reproducibility (physical characteristics);

Availability.

A document meeting the criteria in each of these five areas would be selected for processing and
eventual announcement in RIE. A document not meeting the criteria would either be discarded or may
occasionally be retained for reference or local collection use. (NOTE: Local collections of
Clearinghouse host institutions are not funded by ERIC.)

Failure to satisfy criteria in any one of the areas may be grounds for rejection. Nevertheless, so
importaru to ERIC is the quality of the permanent database formed frim these documents that "Quality
of Content" should be regarded as the most impor,ant area. A document may satisfy all other criteria,
hut if the quality is not sufficient it should be rejected. Conversely, a very high quality document may
lead selection personnel to override certain problems in legibility, availability, or document type.

Throughout the selection process, the broad range of RIE's audience and the potential users of ERIC
materials should be kept in mind. These varied groups encompass many levels of sophistication and
represent many different viewpoints. The groups include:

Educational practitioners;
(teachers, trainers, therapists, etc.):

Administrators;
(principals, superintendents, deans. etc.);

Policymakers;
(legislators, community leaders, school board members, etc.);

Program planners;

Researchers and scholars:

ERIC Processing Manual August 1991
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Librarians, information and media specialists
(including television, computer, audiovisual specialists);

Counselom

Parents;

Stucknts (at all levels)

The selection process (of.Documents) is a Cleariqhouse responsiliility and may be performed by
Clearinghouse staff, Clearinghouse Advisor), Board members, ce giecialkes from the field engaged by

Clearinghouses to make evaluations and decisions. A multi-person sera ing committee may be used
and is recommended. In any case, at least one of the screeners employo should be a subject-matter
specialist. Useful recommendations on specific documents may be found in reviews and commentaries

in published souires and may assist evaluators in the selection process.

Selectors should be thoroughly familiar with the ERIC database and the ,mandated scope of interest

of the Clearinghouse involved. All selectors should of course, maintain an on-going awareness of

important devekviments in the particular sector of the fiekl of edu :Ilion covered by their
Claminghouse. Written guicklines for use by selection personnel. and an evaluation form on which

selection recommendations can be recorded, should be considered in some selection environments.

The selection of journal articles for announcement in CUE is subject to somewhat different rules
than those for documents because of the interest in covering certain journals comprehensively rather

than selectively. See Section IBM for these details.

B. Scope of Interest (Subject Matter)

All documents selected for RIE nutst pertain in some way to the field of education (and in particular

to the arew covered by the Clearinghouses). bi the ERIC system, education is subdivided into sixteen
major areas with a Ckaringhouse in charge of each area. The areas of interest of each Clearinghouse

are individually defined in the ERIC Clearinghouse Scope of Interest Guide (see Appendix A). The best
available definition of the overall field of education for use in these selection criteria is, therefore, the
combination of the Clearinghouse scope of interest statements.

I. Education as a Subject vs the Subject Matter of Education

Education and its many associated processes. such as learning, teachingfinstruction,
administration, research, etc., are topics that may be dealt with by documents. Examples of such
directly education-related topics are school budget management. teaching mathematics, evaluation

of student performance, etc. Documents dealing with such topics are of prime interest to ERIC. in

both the acquisitions and selection processes.

A second type of document is not concerned with education per se or the educational process,
but rather with its content, i.e., what is taught. Furthermore, this type deals with a topic in a way
explicitly intended to be used in a formal educational setting (e.g.. a chemistry class laboratory
manual). Such documents are specifically designed for use by educators or students, mostly in

schools, but clearly to facilitate a learning situation of some kind. Such documents are also of
interest to ERIC, though there should be some effort to avoid the repetitive input of essentially the

same curriculum materials in different guises.

August 1991 8 111-6
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A third type of document deals with a discipline-oriented topic, but has not been specifically
designed for use in an instructional setting. Such subject-content focused materials present a
selection problem. It can be argued that the paha of creating documentation of any type is
ultimately to use it fix educational purposes, and yet ERIC obviously cannot try to serve as a
database for all knowledge or for any document that might by any stretch o f the imagination be
used by educators or in an educational context. This third type of document must, therefore,
necessarily be assigned a lower priority than the first two types: however. Clearinghouses may
judiciously select documents closely related to their scope of interest (but not specifically tied to
education) if the material is of demonstrable potential utility to the users. Only the highest quality
subject matter documents, representing basic curriculum areas, should be sekacted and only when
their linkage to the field of education and their area of interest to educators can be explicitly
described in the document abstract. Selectors of this third type of document should keep in mind
that a database that can accept documents on any subject is a daub= that cannot be characterized
either by itself or by its users, Every document in ERIC must have an education-relatedness, a
discernibk (and desciibable in the abstract) relevance to the field of education.

2. Overlapping Subject Matter

Most documents that are edwation-related fall unambiguously within the scope of single
Clearinghouses. When a document overlaps the scope of two (x more Clearinghouses, the
Clearinghouses involved should negotiate to determine which one will most appropriately esocess
and input the material (See Section II.) When one Clearinghouse finds itself in possessirm of a
document that falls within the scope of another Clearinghouse, the document should be transferred
promptly and directly to the appropriate Clearinghouse. For this purpose, the Facility provides the
ERIC Document Transfer Form (EFF-70) (Figure If s document is transferred more it=
cmce, its subject may be outside ERICs area of interest. To assist Clearingtmuses in transferring
documents, the "Index" to the ERIC Clearinghouse Scope of Interest Guide may be consulted.

Documents that are extremely broad or basic in their coverage (e.g., Education in the World
Today) tend to be assigned to the broader. nm-ubject-oriented Clearinghouses, i.e.: Educational
Management; Elementary and Early Childhood Education; Higher Education; Junior Colleges; Rural
Echwation; Urban Education.

Specialized subject maner areas not specifically included in existing scope of interest
statements (e.g.. 'AIDS Education") art generally assigned via negotiation and general agreement.
to the most likely Clearinghouse and the subject matter areas added to the scope of interest
statement at the next revision. The intent is for the network of ERIC Clearinghouses to provide an
"umbrella" encompassing the entire field of education. including new emphases, directions, and
innovations, as they arise.

Scope It;fringement--The Importance of Staying Within
Your Official, Contractually-Defined Scope of Interest

Each Clearinghouse has an official, contractually-defined scope of interest area that has been
made part of its contract. These scope statements are assembled and repeated in the internal system
document entitled ERIC Clearinghouse Scope of Interest Guide (Appendix A), where they ale
indexed and elaborated on as an aid to the Facility in the assignment of documents to
Clearinghouses and to help the Clearinghouses in transferring out-of-scope-documents to appropriate
Clearing houses.

BEST COPY kriar.th":
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It is vital and essential, for both ccetrixtual andpractical reasons, that Clearinghouses operate

within their defined scope areas and maintain the integrity of their respective scope of interest

statements in order to avoid infringement of other Clearinghouse scope mvas. Resources in

Education (RM) and Current Index to Journals in Education (CUE) are arranged by Clearinghouse

in order to facilitate lxowsing. hficrofiche are sold by Clearinghouse pax to customers interested

in nanow segments of the literature. Online searchers are advised by all major online vendcws to

use the Clearinghouse wefts as a way of restricting output and increasing relevance when outings

are large.

When a Clearinghouse accessions documents outside in scope, this small but critical action

begins to undermine the whok elaborate apparatus of subdividing the fiekl by sixteen
Clearinghouses. ERIC needs to support its Clearinghouse structure and to lend oedibility to it. not

to cast doubt upon it.

August 1991 1114 ERIC Pro:ruins Manual
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'ERIC DOCUMENT TRANSFER FORM

Date Received: Date Transferred:

TO: ERIC/

FROM: ERIC/

The enclosed document(s) appear to be more within your
scope than ours.

The document(s) were obtained by (check one):

solicited contribution
unsolicited contribution
staff contribution
ERIC Facility

Correspondence information is as follows:
(check one):

311 relevant material is attached
no relevant correspondence; however the
name and address of the contributor or
contact person is (if known):

Clearinghouse Contact Person

(EFF-70)

Figure H11-1: Document Transfer Form

ERIC Pnxruing Masud August 1991
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The ground rules are simple. To be selected by a given Clearinghouse, a document must be
justifiable under the subject scope statement of that Clean- ghouse. No other justification is
adequate. If a docuinent emanates from one of a Clearinghouse's acquisitions arranganents, that
is not sufficient If a document emanates fmm a Clearinghouse host organization, that is not
sufficient. If a document is sent to the Clearinghouse by the ERIC Facility, that is not sufficient.

C. Types of Documents/Publications

To aid in selecting documents appropiate for RIE, the many different document/publication types
have been subdivkled into three categmies: Most Suitable; Acceptable; and Unsuitable.

1. Most Suitable

Research and Technical Reports (experimental, basic. applied)
(NOTE: See Section III.G.8.);

Dexriptions;
Model Programs/Projects/Installations;
--Innovative Practices;
Product Development (R&D);
Implementatkm and Dissemination Reports.

Evaluation. Feasibility, and Study Reports;

Surveys and Statistical Reports:

State-of-the-Art Papers/Reviews;

S ynthesestinterpretsions/Summaiies;

Bibliographies, Discographies. Filmographies (preferably annotated)
(NOTE: See Section III.G.4);

Conference Proceedings and Papers;

Congressional Hearings/Report/Documents (NOTE: Not Bills);

PositionA)pinion Papers;

Guides (NOTE: See Section 111.G.7);
--Curriculum Guides;
--Practical "How To* Guides;
Teacher Guides;

Tests. Measurement and Evaluation Instruments;

U.S. Department of Education and State Department of Education (SEA) Reports
and Contractor Reports;

Documents assigned "PRIORITY* status by Central ERIC (e.g. White House
Conference documents).

12
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All Clearinghouse publication and products are to be classed as *Amu suitable and put into RIE,
with the folktwing exceptions:

products which are published in journals
(including of(printakepriots of these Products);

short. informaL on-demand bibliographies.

One of the major functions of the ERIC database is to make available Department of Education
contractor reports and other federally-funded txlucation-related documents which might otherwise not
be available to the public. Every effort is made to collect these reports, and it is intaxled that they be
given special consideration in the selection process. The documents of state education agencies are also
of major interest and should be given special attention. (See Section

All serial publications and journal articles are generally regarded as appropriate for CUE and not
suitable for RIE (see Section ULG4); however, the following exceptions are suitable:

journal issues
with a single overall Mime, so that the issue constitutes. in effect. monographic treatment of the
theme;

conference proceedings (e.g. technical proceedinys of annually-held meetings);

yearbooks;

serials
of highly irregular publication or limited circulation, so that the issue constitutes, in effect, a
unique item, not to be found in most research libraries.

Journal issues meeting the above special criteria (and the other normal subject content and quality
criteria) may be entered into RIE at Level 1 or 2, but not at Level 3. Journal issues that are not
reproducible by EDRS should never be entered in RIE, no matter whra their other characteristics.
Journal articles contained in journals regularly covered by CUE should never be entered into RIE.

2. Acceptable

The following types of materials should be selected for RIE only when they appear to have wide
applicability or when they art exemplary products:

Annual Reports:

Books (commercial publications);

Brief Materials (5 pages or less) (See Section 111.G.2.);

Corporation-Produced Commercial Materials (see Section 111.G.3);

Data Collection er Survey Instruments (by themselves):

Directories (however, frequently reissued directories are unsuitable);

ERIC Proceuing MMus! August 1991
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Dissertations. Tholes, and Practicum Papers (see Seca* 111.G.1).

Fiscal Reports (must contain some substantive information);

Journal/Serial "rune of at least a year ce preferably more (for archiving of serial);

Machine-Readabk Data Res (Education-Related)

lvtantrals;

Materials Produced by Local Education Agencies (LEA's) (for documents containing primarily

intonation of a purely local or parochial nature, however. (see Section 111.(6)).

Personnel Policies, Recruitment Materials, Employment Agreements;

Speeches and Non-Conference Presentations;

Standards and Regulations;

3. Unsultabk

The following types of documents are considered as unsuitable fa- RIE. The reasons for

unsuitability vary. Journal articles are handled by CUE. Non-paint materials are out-of-scope for

physical reasons. Flyers, brochures, and other ephemera are considered too transitory and without

sufficient subject content. Bills, news releases, and interim progress reports are generally preliminary

in nature and are bter superseded by final docwnents. Any of the types of documents listed below

should usually be rejected:

Advertising and Promotional Materials':
Announcements of fimding opixartunities;
Bills (Le , legislation in process);
Broadsides, Rasters;
Catalogs (Commercial. curriculum);
Directories reissued regularly (may be entered once with "generic" description);

Drafts that will later be superseded;
Errata, Cceripenda, Revised Pages. Supplementary Pages (xceptable only if they can be

joined with document to which they apply);
Fiscal Reports (with no substantive information):
Flyers, Brochures, Ephemera;
Interim ar Preliminary Progress Reports

(with no substantive information or that are expected to be superseded);

Journal Articles (see Section 111.11.3);
News Releases;
Newsletter Issues (see Section 111.11.7)
Non-Print Materials (Except for Machine-Readable Data Files)

Proposals (in response to competition):
Student Class Papers;
Textbooks

14
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D. Quality af Content

Documents selected for RIE should be of high quality, substance, and significance. The following
characteristics all contribute to that elusive and subjective, but most imptxtant factor, quality. While
every ikicument should be eumined for these desirable characteristics, not every doctunent can be
expected to manifest all features.

1. Contribution to Knowledge; Stalficance

Substantive ccattributions to othicsional knowledge should always be selected for RJE, medal),
when based on well-designed experiments or orderly collections of data. Research repons, in
panicular, should be examined in terms of stated objectives; hypotheses testet mid methodology,
conclusions, and recommendations. In order to determine educational significance, subject experts
may be consulted, if necessary.

Works by the same author, or coming out of the same program, should be examined to determine
if there ate any significant new developments, data, or results being reported.. It shcsild be kept in
mind that negative results may be as contributory as positive results. Likewise, evidence which
chalknges or contradicts existing knowledge c common opinion can be as useful, or more so, as that
which confirms or merely extends what is already known.

The contribution cr significance of a document may also be assessed in terms of its purpose.
Documaus may have huge and important objeetives where a small amount of new infounation may
have a dispmportionately large effect. They may also have very modest objectives, attempting to
place one small brick in a very large foundation or structure, the outlines of which am just beginning
to emerge.

Papers pepared for learned societies or caber special interest groups (e.g pm(essional
organizations) often reflect the moving edge of new research and explorations not yet reduced to
formal exposition for purposes of publication.

Documents which the selector believes add to or enhance the knowledge base of the field, or
which provide an impetus for handier meat-eh or action, should be selected for RIE.

2. Relevance

Relevance in this context is defined as the extent to which the document deals with issues that are
entrant. *alive," and of contemporary interest to the educational community.

Are emerging pmfessional interests and topics treated, e.g., bilingual education, women's equity.
metric conversion, compensatory education, etc.?:

Does the document present work on the "frontier" knowledge area of a particular subject, e.g.,
environmental studies, energy science?

Are answers offered to current social problems, e.g., parent invoivement, drug abuse?

Doel the document provide basic up-to-date and comprehensive background or reference
information on a subject?
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Has inclusion of the document been suggested by leadership interest or request, e.g., practitioner-

oriented materials; ERIC Digests?

Does the document deal with future trends?

3. New Applications of Knowledge; innovative Practices

These is always a need for documents that describe the application of tes. 1 or known methods

to new areas or new pmblems. The selector might ask the following questiontr

Dees the document present an older idea, heatment, or application in a new framework or from a

new point of view?

Does the document present a new idea, treatment, or application (perhaps in relation to an older

problem)?

Does the document substantiate or contradict information contained in earlier work?

Does the document present new hypotheses to be tested?

4. Effectiveness of Presentation; Thoroughness of Reporting

Though it may discuss a weil-known subject, a document may add value because it presents the

subject with exceptional clarity, vigor, or in particulady topical terms. It may present new insights.

or show the subject in a new context, or in language or form panicularly suited to the unckrstanding

of the intended audience. It is a disservice to users to select documents whose content is garbled or

whose form places an unnecessary burden on the reader. Documents should be rejected if they: are

poorly written; misuse the technical devices of their presentations; fail to provide sufficient

information to judge or follow-up on the adequacy of their work; offer cordusions which are not

supported by data.

Thoroughness of reporting refers to the extent of necessary background information provided, level

of technical detail presented. and substantiatice given for statements made. The following questions

might be asked by a selector:

Is the premise, thesis, or ptupose stated clearly?

Are stated goals met?

Are the arguments developed logically and are they reasonably supported eftea facts and research,

rather than opinion or conjecture?

Are the procedures utilized described adequately enough to permit a later experimenter to duplicate

them?

Are data provided informatively, as in tables, graphs. etc.?

Are key bibliographic references included? Annotations?

Are the data evaluated (rather than just presented) or is a possible future direction to evaluation of

the data outlined?

August 1991 16 111-1 4
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Is the text well written, and not ambiguous, imckar, or otherwise a bar to imderstanding?

How does dx document compare with others on the same topic? Individmlistic, or redtmdant and
derivative?

Does the cbcument help to integrate the literature. e.g., by synthesizing the findings from various
disciplines?

Are addresses given kw sources of materials cited?

5. Responsiveness to Current Prkwitles

Priorities me established by the governments and institutions responsible for the conduct of
education. Priorities may be established at the national, regional, state, local, or professional level.

Documents dealing with priority issues should be given special consideration, especially those
dealing with priorities, goals, and objectives established by the U.S. Department of Education.
Depaitmental 'nitrifies identify the urgent rieeds in American education and the areas most requiring
beneficial change and innovation.

6. Timeliness

The document should be current in tams of the work being done in the area with which it is
concerned. A large number of the candidates for RIE have a value that is in inverse propcntion to their
age. Every Clearinghouse should, therefore, process documents as qukkly as possible and should
discourage bxklogs.

There is no age limitatkm for REE candidate documents. However, because timely, up-tailate
information is to be preferred, a high percentage of RIE accessions have teen published within the five
years immediately prior to announcement. Some older documents, considered as "classics" or
landmarks,* may be considered for RIB; however, they would be the exception mther than the rule.
The same would hold for documents whose significance is the contribution they make to the historical
record, e.g., the official proceedings or recommendations of a board, commission. or 1113jOr
organization in the field.

7. Authority of Author, Source, Sponsor

Some authors and sane organizations are established leaders in their fields and have so consistently
contributed to the field that virtually anything they produce merits close attention. Selectors must,
however, not fall into the trap of automatically and uncritically accepting everything from such sources.

S. Audience; Comprehensiveness

The broader and larger the audience for a topic, the MOM justification there is for selecting a
document on that topic. Documents on extremely nanow and specialized topics with correspondingly
small audiences must, conversely, be strong with tespect to the other criteria in order to warrant
selection. In other words, an otherwise marginal document may be selected on the basis of the large
number of people known to be interested in its topic (high user demand) whereas a marginal document
with a minuscule audience is in "double jeopardy?
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The large and varkd RIE user group makes this a difficult criterion to apply. In addition, a stated

ERIC objective is a comprehensive approach that leaves no educatian-related topic totally

unrepresented in the database.

The selector must therefore strive to maintain a broad view, partial to on particular sevnent of the

user group, and permitting the selection of documents potentially useful' to any segment.

9. Even-Handedness and Balance on Controversial Issues

Documents and articles are, in a sense, a way of arguing fir one's position. Science and the quest

for truth proceed through a process of giving reports, providing evidence, and drawing conclusions.

Until all the evidence is in or until the weight of the scientifscally-respectable evidence comes down

on one side, given issues may be controversial, with arguments being validly made for both sides.

In such situations, ERIC must take care not to take sides and to be even-handed in the selection of

materials. The goal should be a balanced and fair approach which, in general, gives equal-time to both

sides of the controversial issue so that users have the wherewithal to make up thek own minds.

ERIC should not select materials favoring only one view, nor should it allow any organization to

influence the document acquisition a selection process to favor a single view or special intaest.

10. Stance on Minority, Ethnic, and Gender Concerns

Equality of edweational opportunity is a national concern and a national priority. Documents that

are blatantly racist a' sexist in approach, argument, or recommendation, have no plwe in a democratic

society nor in a Government-sponsaed database whose very existence is intended to help achieve these

principles of quality for all members of the society. Of course, racism and/or seXkirn as a legitimate

topic of discussion or research must be distinguished from racism and/or sexism in the belief stnicture

of the author.

11. Treatment Accorded Material With Sexual Content

Education-related documents are sometimes required to deal with sexual matters by virtue of their

subject content. Examples might be: educating third world mothers concerning breast feeding;

educating inner city youth concerning the threat posed by the AIDS virtue educating biology students

concerning the human reproduction system: analyzing male-female relationships in abody of literature

or ethnic group, etc.

These are all legitimate topics and the fact that a document may deal with sexual material in one

form or another, and may have photographs, drawings, or schematics dealing with sexual material, has

no bearing on its appropriateness or "selectability" for ERIC.

However, it is obviously possible for some treatments of sexual material to be offensive or even

salacious (e.g., xerographic copies of sexual humor from adult magazines) and if this occurs it can be

grounds for not selecting such an item for a database such as ERIC that receives such a wide

distribution at all academic levels of the educational system.

Judgments in this area are notoriously subjective, and it is suggested, therefore, that questionable

material of this type be reviewed not only by acquisitions staff, but also by Clearinghouse management

staff.
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E. Legibility add Reproducibility

1. General

All Level 1 and Level 2 documents announced in RIE are converted into microfiche, which are
disseminated a3 users on both a subscription and an on-demand basis. Level 1 documents are also
made available to the public in paper copy (hard copy) reFachwed from the microfiche.
Documents with clean, crisp, unbroken type on a clear backgrcand make the best copies. All such
reproduction work is performed by the ERIC Document Reprodiwtkin Savice (EDRS) using the
csiginal document collected by the Clearinghouses and fonvarded to the ERIC Facility.. Therefore,
in all cases, the Clearinghouse should fonvard the best copy cl the original &eminent.

EDRS performs its work according ta certain Government and national technical standards and
is contractually obligated to adhere to these standards in most situations. Any exceptions must be
specifically granted by Central ERIC.

The intent of this section is to describe the physical qualities that a document must have in
ccder to be successfully reproduced on microfiche and then in paper copy. Since it is easier to
state what can't be filmed rather thin what can be filmed, the approach taken hat provides criteria
that will make a document illegible or non-reproducible. Documents falling into this class should
be rejected It is a disservice to inform the users of a document that they may pay to obtain and
then not be able to read adequately.

2. Physical Characteristics of Documents (That Present Reproduction Problems)

a. Type Size

Type size below 6-point can generally not be reproduced satisfactorily; 6-point type is
difficult to read for any length of time or amount of material, even in a good quality original.
To start with smaller than 6-point, and to then produce further generations of reproduction, is
to generally degrade the material to the extent that it is unsatisfactory to the user. Materials
already reduced in the original document are particularly prone to falling below 6-point size and
must be carefully examined.

Lesinswee lawswar madras saw amobiesat by Cossaassas
gaff au. asid49611 &cash any Me with obis papaw af
maks* Ithr alawlea pewspbcoi mesa casemeasel tbs
otheatia try saw amarag. Maas the imam ecltheseed by ohs
awbess were the thaw's* bow abaci: ma
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E. Toe (Broken, Faint, Smudged, Dot Matrix)

Broken opt is the consistent dropping of portions of the charactas, e.g., the left side,

the descenders, the top, etc. Keying or 'minting equipment out of adjustment is what
generally GUMS broken type.. While the broken type original may sometimes be
readable because of faint imenessions or "suggestione on the paper, these trues are
generally lost in filming, and the resultant copy can be of marginal =debility to the
user.

Folio or weak type can be the result of various factors ranging from an old typewriter
ribbon with little ink remaining, to a poor printing job. Faint type can (Alen be tested
by attempting to photocopy the originaL If there is a fmn enmigh image to derive a
readable copy on an office photocopier, then the chances are the document can be filmed

adequately. If the copy is too poca., however, the document should be considered not-

reprodtrible.

Snuidged type has either had the original character imagesspread or dispersed around
themselves, thereby confusing their nature, or it is the victim of an overprinting of other

characters.

The ohler dot matrix printers produce letters where the density of dots is low and
the resultant contrast with the background paper is too low to film adequately.
Contributors of such documents should be required to re-print the text using a different
printer. The newer dot matrix printers have a letter quality" mode (as contrasted with
the *draft" mode) that increases the dot density so that the resultmt document is
reproducible and therefore acceptable to ERIC.

c. Colored Papers or Inks

Colored paper or inks do not, of course, repmduce in their original color, and they do
affect the quality of the black and white film image. Documents depending on color to
transmit meaning (e.g., a document portraying colored spectrum lines, paint samples.
textile swatches, different colored graph lines, anthropological skin color description
standards. etc.) are better entered at Level 3. if possible. with the user referred to a
source of availability of an original copy.

Documents prated via diazo and spirit duplicator techniques (e.g.. Ozalid-blue-line
process. Ditto, 4c.), or in colored inks (e.g., blue, green, yellow, orange), will often not
reproduce adequately. Due to spectral cola response differences, sometimes a color
combiner:ice that will not photograph well can be adequately reproduced on an office
copier. In such an instance, the good photocopy should be substituted for the colored

original.

Black ink on an especiilly dark paper background (e.g., dark red, dark brown, dark
green, dark blue. purpt.:, etc.), or tone-on-tone printing, is frequently unsatisfactory.
Many otherwise excellent documents make use of colored paper in whole or in part. If
the paper is light colored (e.g.. yellow, pink, light green, tan, etc.). the item can
frequently be handled at Level I. If the paper is medium dark, but there is gin good
contrast between the inked characters and the paper background. Level 2 may be
necessary. If the document contains significant amounts of genuinely dark paper.
Level 3 should be the choice.
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Ms' Nisi that depends on gradations of shading, such as some types of bar graphs, will
not generally reproduce so that the same differentiations can be made as in the original.
Text which has been "highlighted" with colored inks or shading also reproduces poorly.

d. Translucent Paper

Docwnents printed on translucent paper. such as a thin onionskin, me not a probkm
unless there is print on both sides and both sides tend to "bleed* (i.e., to be seen
simultaneously) and thereby interfere with each other.

e. Photographs

Photographs will not copy well unless screened at the time of filming. Photographs
that are under-exposed or very stark or simple in their content wit! sometimes rerwoduce
reasonably well. Documents that depend largely or entirely on photogrwhs to convey
their message, if entered at all, are better entered at Level 3, with the user referred to
a source of availability of an original copy.

If a document contains a significant number of photographs, and especially if the
photographs are scattered throughout its length, rather than grouped in an Appendix. it
is best to leave them in and note them in the Descriptive Note field or in the Abstract,
e.g.. "Contains 25 early photographs (with detailed captions and sources) of American
Indians. which will not reproduce well."

f. Handwritten Documents (Holographs)

Handwriting is more prevalent in "fugitive' el.scational documents than one might
imagine. It rarely reproduces well because of the variability of the impressicm. In
addition, most handwriting is highly idiosyncriaic and takes on the properties of
shorthand (i.e., chanicters are slurred, elided, or left out). Handwritten documents, or
documents containing substantial handwritten material, should be avoided whenever
possible.

g. Missing Pages/Pagination Problems

Every dacument selected for RM must be checked not only to determine its correct
pagination, but also to verify that there are no missing pages and that the pages that are
there are in the proper sequence. Documents with pages out of sequence must be
corrected before being transmitted to the Facility. Documents with missing pages should
generally not be selected for RM. An attempt should first be made to secure the
missing pages and to insert them where they belong. Only if it can be dentonstrated that
the missing pages are not essential may the document be selected for RIE; in such cases.
the missing pages must be noted in the Descriptive Note field, and the document must
be stamped on the cover "BEST COPY AVAILABLE."
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h. Blank Pages

Completely blank pages contained in a document should not be filmed, even if they

bear a page number in the original. The paginator's consecutive number stamp will
wovide we clue to the user that a page of the original was skipped cklateraiely. It

would also be helpful (though not mandatory) if, in document ;reparation, a page
following a break page could be mated with the notice: "The previous numbered page

in the original document is blank."

Occasionally a page will contain so little informatics! (e.g., "Appendix A") that a
document preparer is tempted to treat it as a blank page. This may be done, at the
judgment of the document weparer, if the sparse information is repeated on the
following page; however, as a general rule, it is best to convey to the user the entire

original document as it was created, improving legibility where possible, and
forewarning the user with appropriate cataloging notes, but not milting out any entire

Pages-

I. Under.tize Pages (Within Regular Size Documents)

Undersize pages. e.g., 3" x 5"; 4" x 6"; 6" x 9", are not 3 filming problem as long

as the text they contain is clear, legible. and no smaller than 6-point.

J. Oversize Pages (Within Regular Size Docutnents)

The ideal page size is 8-112" x 11". standard letter size. Any page exceeding these
dimensions is considered "oversize" and must be handled by one of four possible

techniques:

document ;remotion
re-arranging, trimming, cutting and pasting, re-typing, etc., in order to create one
or more regular size pages from the oversize original

increased reductke ratio (up to 29X)
can be used to get legal size (8-111 " x 14" pages) into one frame. However, the
entire document is then generally filmed at this ratio.

double-framing
wide pages, up to 17' x 1 1", can be filmed right-reading across two microfiche

frames

overlapping images
foldouts (or oversize documents) which exceed the limits that can be handled by the
double-framing and increased reduction ratio techniques, must be handled as a
series of overlapping images; however, this technique is awkward for the user and
reduces the utility of the document.

Detailed instructions concerning each of these techniques appear in this Manual in
Section V. Oversize pages can be handled satisfactorily. Only the overlapping image
technique creates some potential confusion to the user on the resultant miemfiche.
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3. Document Preparatkru (Remedial Actions for Pbyskal Document Problems)

The mere presence in the documfmt of one of the above undesirable physical characteristics
is not sufficknt to prevent selection. The physical problem must exist to an extent that
materially affects the document There am three possibilitier

a. The physical problem affects the document only slightly and need not be corrected.

In this case, the document may be selected far RIE. The problem may be noted in the
Descriptive Note, if desired, but this is not required except in the case of missing
material. Examples of this type of problem might be: small type interspersed internally
on a few pages or tables; a few photographs; a few pages with broken or otheswise poor
type; a miming and unobtainable, but non-essential section or appendix (should be noted
in the Descriptive Note).

b. The physical problem Imo a substantial effect on the document, but it can be corrected by
the Clearinghouse itsey:

In this case, the document should have the defect corrected if it is selected for RIE.
(Major amourus of re-typing should be avoided. however.) Examples might be: illegible
pages that can be re-typed: a graph dependent on color that can be re-labeled so as to be
independent of color; material in excessively small type that can be photocopied or re-
typed: out-of-sequence material that can be re-sequence&

c. The physical problem has a smbstantial effect on the document and requires going back to
the source for remedial action.

In this case. the Clearinghouse should wcsk with the source to correct the defect, if
possible. Examples might be: extensive missing pages; extensive materials redueed below
6-point size; and extensive illegible pages.

In some cases, sources have been willing to make available the original camera-ready
copy in order to see that their document makes it into the ERIC system.

As a general rule, a document that has substantial physical defects should not be selected
"as is" for RIE. Rare exceptions may occasionally be made in the case of unusually
important and high quality documents that simply cannot be conveted. e.g.: the author is
deceased; the source organization no longer exists; no other copies exist, etc.

Whatever the reason, if a physically defective document is selected for RIE, the
document cova must be stamped "BEST COPY AVAILABLE" and should be entered at
Level 2 (microfiche only). If the defect is serious, it simuld be noted in the Descriptive
Note. If it is not appropriate to describe the defect specifically, the following general type
of note should be placed in the Descriptive Note field: "Not available in paper copy due
to marginal legibility of original document.

PRIORITY documents transmitted from the Facility have generally been screened in
advance for legibility and reproducibility before being sent to the Clearinghouse& If such
a document bears the stamp 'BEST COPY AVAILABLE," the possible sources of better
copies have already been exhausted.
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F. Availabitity

Documents announced in RIR must be available either through EDRS (Level I or 2) or through

an outside source whose name and address can be cited in the Availability field (Level 3). ERIC's

policy is not to announce documents that the user cannot ()Main in some way. Therefor, if a
docwnent cannca be reprodtced and a source of availability cannot be found, it should not be

selected fir RIE.

The degree to which a document is readily available from sources other than ERIC can also

affect the selection decision. ERIC recognizes acertain responsibility for the bibliographic control

of fugitive materials in the field of education. If a document would probably not be available

anywhere if not included in the ERIC database, then there are stronger reasons for selecting it than

there would te if it were available through regular publishing channels.

Documents which are commonly and easily available mi a nationwick basis should jamerally be

evaluated by selectors vtay strictly. It is unlikely that the use of such documents by die educational

community dew* on ERIC. They will be in many library collections and will therefore be

frequently cited and readily consultable by users quite apart from any announcement in RM.

Unpublished papers and those having only local or specialized distribution should, on the other

hand, be evaluated more leniently. ERIC may be the only database that has acquired the document

and the only one in a position to preserve the document for future users.

G. Factors To Be Considered in Selecting Certain Types of Documents

The preceding cziteria pertaining to quality, reproducibility, and availability, apply equally across

all documents being considered. Beyond these common selection criteria, however, there are some

"considerations" that apply only to specific types of documents.

In this section, eight types of documents have been isolated from the "Most Suitable" or
"Acceptable" categories, and a discussion of each type is provided that takes into account the

special characteristics of that type and how they might affect selection decisions.

1. Dissertations and Theses

Acquisition of doctmal dissertations and masters theses on a systematic basis is not expected

of the Clearinghouses, but such items me acceptable when they meet special criteria.

The maiority of domestic doctoral dissertations Me controlled by and announced in University

Microfilms International's (MI) Dissertation Abstracts. It is possible, therefore. to be very

selective about dissertations that are candidates for RIE. In addition to the normal selection
criteria, the following situations may be justification for including a dissertation in RIE:

The university granting the degree does not participate in Dissertation Abstracts, e.g..
University of Chicago. (In the front of each issue of Dissertation Abstracts is a list of

currently participating institutions.)

The dissertation is of special importance tothe area of education covered by the Clearinghouse

and by its high quality would definitely enhance the ERIC database.
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Particularly significtua dissertations that are in (cr going in) Disseruttion Abstracts, and that
are also selected for Level 3 announcement in RIE, should provide U1141 ordering infomution
in the Availability field.

Dissertations that are not in (and not going in) Dissertation Abstracts, and that are selected
for RIE, shadd be entered at the level granted by the author. If a dissertation. which is selected
for RIE, gives a source of availability, but the author cannot be reached for a telease, then the
document may be announced at Level 3.

Masters theses are ccorolled and announced, on a mat limited basis. via Mies Masters
Abstracts. Masters theses (and research papers from fifth-year programs) may on an exception
basis be entered in RIE at Level 1 or 2; they must, however, be entered at Level 3 when
announced in Masters Abstracts and when available from UM.

NOTE: An alternative way of announcing dissertations has been adopted
by one Ckaringhouse. The Clearinghouse prepares
bibliogrwhies of dissertations focused on specific topics. Each
bibliopaphy contains citations for approximately 18 to 24
dissertations announced in Dissertation Abstracts during six-
month dine periods (January-June and July-December). and, with
the permission of UML includes the full DA abstract and
ordains infomiation. The bibliography is then entered into
ERIC at Level 1.

2. Brief Materials (5 pages or less)

Brief materials consist of those documents of five or fewer pages, with the text containing
OM words or less.

Short documents can create user pmblems. and their entry into RIE should be kept to a
minimum. Users may object (and have in the past) to paying full microfiche or papa copy
prices fcor short tkociunents when the documents do not contain much meaningful information.
For these reasons, short documents selected for the ERIC system must be scrutinized with
greater than ordinary care. They must be documents of high quality.

Although the considerations listed below are similar to selection criteria mentioned
elsewhere, they are very important to emphasize in the seleciion of short documents.

Synthesis of high quality information presented in a concise manner;
Timeliness, uniqueness, and significance;
Utility for users;
Loss to the education field if not included in ERIC.
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The following types of documents, which are sometimes brief in length, we wally
aceeptable if they meet the selection cciteria above:

SpeecheE
Tests, Questionnaires, w Evaluation Instruments
Niunerical/Quintitative Data Compilations;
Descriptions of Promising Practkes.

The following types of documents, if in brief form, are in general not acceptable:

Biblioiraphies;
Opinion Papers

NOTE: Central ER1C requires that all documents 5 pages or lees in

length be reviewed by the Clearinghme Directm and, if
selected, bear an indication co the log form to show that it has

been reviewed and approved by the Clearinghouse management.

3. Corporation-Produced Materials

"Corporate Materials* refers here to classroom materials produced by commercial industry

Kodak, McDonald's, Kellogg, General Motors. J.C. Penney. etc.), trade associations, and

public utilities. Corporate materials are generally inexpensive or even free. Environment,

energy. and nutrition are common topics. Most materials treat the company's area of business.

For example. Kellogg publishes materials with food-related information; General Motors

publishes materials about the automobile; the utility companies write about energy issues. etc.

Co/ix:trate materials can be helpful classoom resources if they are appropriate and not

unduly biased. The prediction of classroom materials by industry, trade associations, and

public utilities causes spine concern that companies may be taking advantage of students as

a captive audience in the classroom. There is a common belief that schools should be free

from commercial exploitation. Therefore, such documents need to be catfully scrutinized to

see that they contain valid information for classroom use and not just corporate advertising.

propaganda, or public relations material.

The following considerations should be weighed in the selection of such materials:

Validity
Avoidance of propaganda, of subtle biases toward the company or industry, and of telling

just part of the truM when dealing with controversial issues.

Accompanying Instructions
Provision of adequate information and instructions to facilitate use in the classroom or other

educational settings.
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"Generalizability"
Generalizability of materials to other localities, states, and settings (for example, the
materials should not be training materials dmigned specifically for one unique, small grow
or geographic setting, and not capable of replication.)

Selected caposate materials should, as a rule, be pit into ERIC at Level 1 or 2. Many
corporak makrials may consist of non-print media components such as posters, hachures, or
films, which are not typropriate to the ERIC system. If these components sue essential to the
meaning or usefulriess of the materials, the materials shoukt not be selected. Since the
materials ate genttraaly designed to be eye-catching and attractive, these may be special
problems relating to :eproducibility, such as color, size, etc. Cmpocate materials should meet
all regulm repmducibility guidelines.

4. Bibliographies

Bibliographies consist of lists of materials relating to a particular subject, author, or period.
Bibliographies may cite books, films, and multimedia materials. They may or may not contain
annotations cw abstracts.

Bibliographies can be extremely useful to the user of ERIC when they are specific to a topic.
contain sufficient info:m.360n to enabk a user to locate entries relevant to herthis needs, and
provide complete bibliographic infoimation.

The following list is intended to assist in the selection of bibliographies. Consideratkms
under each of the major headings below are suggestive, not prescriptive, i.e.. these ase merely
factias to think about in the selection process, as an item is composed to others like itself in
order to judge Ow best quality materials:

Purpose and Scope
-- Identification of pumose
-- Indication of intent (exhaustive or selective, including basis of selection);

Statement of limitation (language. geographic boundaries, periods of time, or subject);
-- Creation of more than a mere list of titles.

Organization and Arrangement
-- Inclusion of a Preface, Table of Contents, and Index;

Compilation in accordance with the stated purpose;
-- Explanation of special features;

Provision of clear, concise, and informative annotations or abstracts;
-- Usefulness, consistency, and suitability of the arrangement (alphabetical. classified,

chronological, geographical. or a combination of one or more methods)
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S. Level 3 Document (Documents That Cannot Be Reproduced)

Level 1 documeats are available from EDRS in both paper amy and microfiche. Level 2

documents are available in microfiche only. Level 3 documents are net available from EDRS,

but are available from an external source (cited in the Availability field).

Although every effort should be made to obtain reproduction releases, that remain some

documents for which releases carmot be obtained. Commercial publishers and otha
organiratimis (such as Umsco and die Council of Europe) may sometimes refuse to lei ERIC

reproduce their documents. In addition, some documents may not reproduce adequately in

either microfiche or papa copy because of charts, photogmphs, colored pages and inlcs, or

other physical characteristic&

Documents that cannot be microfched and made available via EDRS have always beat
allowed into the ERIC system, but always at a low percentage rate. The reason for this
restriction is thie Level 3 documents can frustrae the user who is accustomed to fmding RIE

annoumlements in the ERIC microfiche collection. In addition, orders are often placed by
librarians with EDRS without checking Level statu.s orders for Level 3's are, of course,
returned unfilled. As a result, Level 3 documents are permitted by ERIC sparingly (if they

have a reliable source of availability that can be cited), but ar not encouraged.

Clearinghouses vary in their Level 3 input, but the overall system percentage is currenily
approximately 3% annually and should not exceed 10% overall.

Because the volume of Level 3 documents is restricted, they must be subjected to more
stringent selection criteria than regular documents. The following considerations might apply:

Contains new information or information that can fill a known gap in the database;

Provides detailed information on a subject nnt previously treated in depth. or provides a
synthesis/overview of a topic for which the literature was previously scattered;

Provides timely and current information, or information for which there is an active current

demand;

Provides exceptional, exemplary information of a level significantly higher in quality than

other input;

Provides information of special importance in the field or of historical significance
(*landmark" or *classic" documents):

Prepared or published by an authoritative source and, therefore, is apt to receive significant

attention and user interest.

In general, documents that are available only from sources outside the United States should

not be considered for Level 3. Exceptions may be made for highly significant foreign

documents available from solutes of known reliability (e.g.. Unesco, OECD. IRE). (See Section
for the stringent selection criteria to be used for such documents.)
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The following kinds of dociunents will occasionally require Level 3 processing:

Books;
Collected Workc
Commercial Guides;
Cmative Work%
Directryiec
Dissertations;

a Historical Materials;
Maps;
Non-Print Media (will always require Level 3 processing);
Reference Materials.

In citing the external source a availability, it is necessary to include the full address and
advisable to inchide the !rice, for the convenience of the user. If there is any question of
availability, the solute shadd be checked. Documents soon to go ma of print, or for which
stocks are depleted or do not exist, shou!-.1 not be selected.

6. Documents Containing Material of Local/Parochial Interest

*Local" refers here to a limited geographic area. "Parochial" refers here to a narrow subject
matter and conespondingly limited audience.

Documents containing substantial amounts of information of a local or parochial nature may
come from any source, but air often produced by local education agencies.

Although ERIC serves many specialized audiences, most ERIC documents should be of
interest to a fairly broad audience. Documents containing a substantial amount of local and
parochial content are generally not desirable candidates for RYE and should be selected only
if they also have some significance and utilization beyond the narmwer confines, or are
generalizable to other content areas.

Documents which occasionally fall into the local/parolial category are:

Directories of Local Seivices;
Historical Materials;
Holdings Lists of Local Libraries;
Legal Matedals:
Surveys.

Bibliographies may also verge on this category by focusing heavily on local references, often
difficult if not impossible to obtain outside the local area.

The following considerations should be kept in mind when evaluating documents containing
local/parochial material:
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Usefulness at a Broader Level

For example, the document could provick a mockl useful to educators in of*: districts
developing similar programs. It could repco a survey done at the local/state kvel, but
generalizable to other areas. If a document is only about local issues, it should not be

selected, but if the local Limes are related to broader national issues, or if other locales are
facing similar issues, it may be selected.

Coverage of a Unique Subject Not Available in Other ERIC Documents

For example, a document could offer historical information or survey information about an

area which teachers elsewhere may use as resource material.

Includes Information That Can Serve as a Base to Answer Common Requests

For example, many teachers we interested in finding curriculum guides for the particular
areaistate in which they teach, or guides from other areas that they can adapt.

7. Instructional Materials (for Student or Teacher)

Designed for practical use by either student or teacher, these materials often have a
component which includes instnrctions and/or activities. Materials falling into this category

are:

Classroom Materials;
Curriculum Guides;
Instructional Packages;
Lesson Plans;
Teacher Guides and Resources:
Student Guides and Resources:
Units ci Study.

Teacher guides and resources include materials which can be used by the teacher for
obtaining background knowledge, factual knowledge, awareness-raising, or l'how-to"

information. They often provide conceptual frameworks for teaching and specific strategies

and activities for classroom use. Student resources are materials that students can use
essentially without direction or intervention by the teacher.

Many of ERIC's users are practitioners who request materials to help them in their
teaching. A major aim of the ERIC system is to provide a database that includes sound

student and teacher guides and resources.

The following list of factors is intended to assist in selection of student and teacher
materials. The list is suggestive, not prescriptive. Good materials will encompass many of
the factors; average materials will encompass a few; poor materials will exhibit none. An
appraisal of these fxtors can contribute to making a better decision about whether to include
the materials. As always, selectors must use a holistic aprsoach to document selection, taking

accotmt of both the ERIC guidelines and their own experience and expertise within their
Clearinghouse scope.

3ve
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It is extremely important that instructional material; be examined to avoid duplication a
their kformation content. One state may publish an instnictional manual consisting primarily
of content derived from another gate. It is, therefcse, essential that the seleckw be a senku.
staff person who is knowledgeable about the scope of the Clearinghouse and the content of
the existing database.

Organisation
Ease of usc
Presence of a Table of Contents. Preface, Glossary. Index.

Educational Objectives
Clatity of instructional goals. inchxling both affective and cognitive objectives, whenever
aPProlsiate-

Content
Accurate and valid presentation of information;
Complete information included without major omissions;
Inclusion of sound and substantive information;
Logical development of Was;
Up-to-date data and illustrations.

Teaching Strategies
Appropriate fa target group;
Clarity of methodology;
Explicit idadificatioa of ccsicepts;
Reflection of a variety of teaching/learning modes.

Activities
Logical relationship among basic objectives and activities;
Appropriateness and relevance of a variety of activities to pupils' experiences, interests,
levels of comenhension, and grade level.

Stereotyping, Bias, and Social Inequity
(selection should be sensitive to extremes)
-- Whenever possible, avoidance of statements of bias and stereotyping concerning women

and ethnic groups;

Promotion of mutual understanding and respect between races and ethnic groups;

-- Fair treatment of people as individuals.

Suitability of Materials for Learners
-- Relationship of content to pupils' experiences, interest levels, levels of comprehension, age

and maturation level;

-- Suitability of vocabulary, sentence and paragraph structure, and concept level to the age
group that will use the materials.
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Completeness qDlbliagtaphIc References
Usefuhiess of information included in the biblktgraphic citations so that tlw user can obtain

resource materials;

Indiation of grade level, if needed.

Completeness
Self-contained independait materials.

Duplication of Materials Already in the ERIC Database
Uniqueness relative to other materials already in ERIC, i.e., inclusice of new techniques

or information on a needed or unique topic.

8. Research Reports

Good, in his (Dictionaty of Education), defines research as:

"...disciplined inquiry, varying in technique and method according to the nature and
conditions of the problem identified, directed toward the clanfication or resolution (or both)

of a problent

(Webster' s Collegiate Dictionary) defines research as:

"investigation or experimentation aimed at the discovery and interpretation of acts, revision

of accepted theories or laws in the light cf new facts. or practical application of such new

or revised theories or laws."

Reprinted in Figure III-2 are the characteristics of a good research report as conceived

by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (Criteria for Judging Research Reports

and Proposals - ED 138 469). Consideration of these factors may facilitate the selection of

high quality research reports.

9. Student-Written Materials (for Other Students)

The use in classrooms of student-written materials in order to help teach other students is

an instnictional wroach that periodically finds favor with tewhers.

Such materials are too voluminous to consider acquiring comprehensively. However,

examples of the approach may be selected for ERIC, at the discretion of the inputting
Clearinghouse. In such cases, it is probably best to group a number of such student-written

examples into one document, clearly indicating what they are and what school and the class

from which they came.

32
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a.

b.

C.

1111.112itall
(1) The =bleat iscdearly stated. and the rationale is loskalL

(a) The purpose is condsely stated.
(b) Objectives am specified.
(c) Procedmes me 'posited.
(d) Variables am identified, and their selationship to theory or cbservaticm is explairxd

(if the variables are new, then evidence from a pikt study is resented).
(e) Research hypotheses are concise.
(f) Researth hypotheses am logically deindoped from some theory or related problem, and

they am dearly plausible. ,

(2) 3312.1l1421saiLfigniftgals
(a) Its relationship to previous research has been Vita established.
(b) The hypothesized ratan* fmdinv should be moralized beyond the sample.
(c) The study will make a contribution to the advancement of knowkdge.
(d) The results will contribute to the solution of some prectical or theoretical problem.

.1kistifoliteNeltell
(1) The design o[lbg studvis mitnottritte to the solution of the problem.

(a) The reseinch design is fully developed.
(b) Assumptions are dearty stated.
(c) Limitations are noted.
(d) The population and sample are described:

geovaphic thigh;
time period covered;
sociological description;
sampling units.

(c) The sampling method is sppropriate and practical.
(f) Controls for sources of CVOr are described and are appropriate: sampling error;

nomesponse; Wavier.= bine response error; =panic set; experimenter bias;
teacher effect control of variablesc extraneous factors.

(2) t .Z. ft!Ij.12!..1.! t..1.:!-! 4.: 1, -./1.!_itilki 1

(a) The date-gathering methods are dearly described and meet the requirements of the problem.
(b) The obtained ample is of a sufficient size and is representative of the defmed population.
(c) The measuring instruments art sppropriate.
(d) The validity and reliability of the evidence ate established, or a procedure for

establishing the validity and reliability of the evidence is described.

(1) The analnis of thedata esoropriato,
(a) The results of the analysis are dearly represented.
(b) The ansfysis methods are valid, appropriate, and properly applied.
(c) The assumptions behind the statistical tests art stated, sad the

relationship of the test to the design is appopriate.

(2) The conclusions are reasonable,
(a) The conchnions are dearly stated.
(b) The conclusions are substantiated l,y the evidence presented.
(c) Interpretations and implications err impenial and scientific.
(d) A comprehensive discussion of the qualifications is given

(methodological problems and errors, alternative explanations,
other limitations).

(3) The research js adectyatelv mooned,
(a) The report is logically ospnized and dearly written.
(b) Orammar and mechanics are adequate.

Figure 111-2: Cbaracteristks of a Good Research Report (From ED-1311 469)
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10. Department of Education Documents

U.S. Department of Education publications (including those of OERI and NCES) should,

as a n de, be selected for the ERIC datiVaase. Such selection is not mandatary and gnat may

be exceptions, on the basis of either quality or reproducibility. bid the rejection of an
ED/OER1 publication requires a solid rationale tuid justification.

If, for any ream. a Clearinghouse does not want to accession an EDMERI document, it

must be returned to the ERIC Facility together with a completed "ED/OERI Document
Selection Report" form (i.e.. your rejection justification (See Figure III).

When Department of Education documents are published, mess releases or press packets

are awn issued simultaneously, thereby creating an immediate public demand and making
it hnportant that these documents be made available by ERIC as quickly as possible. If

selected for ERIC, Department of Education documents should "go to the head of the line"

and be the next documents gocessed by the Clearinghouse. It is often a good idea to include

as an appended part of the document the associated press releases and press kits/packets.
insofar as they contain useful highlighting and other additional information.

H. JournallSerial Selection Issues

1 . Introduction

The Current Index to Journals In Education (CUE) is a monthly index journal designed to

announce and disseminate education-related information contained in the current periodical
literature. CUE is a companion journal to Resources in Education (RIE); between them they

cover a large percentage of the total literature of the field. Over 700 journals are covered
regularly by the ERIC Clearinghouses and are listed monthly in the *Source Journal Index'
(appearing in each issue of CUE). Journal articles processed by the ERIC system are processed

for announcement in CUE. The few exceptions are discussed in Section 111.C.I.

2. Selection of Journals

The selection process for CUE exercises its quality control primarily at the journal level.
High quality education journals are pre-selected to be covered totally or comprehensively. All

others are pre-selected to be covered selectively (but comprehensively for their education

content). In general, therefore, the alplication of qualitative criteria is not as relevant in
selecting individual journal articles for announcement in CUE as it is in selecting individual
documents for RIE. This is because CUE was designed to cover all education-related articles

in the journals that it formally states it will cover. It is useful to educators, and essential kr
librarians among others, to know and to be able to count on, for example, the fact that ail
articles appearing in a core education journal such as the Harvard Educational Review and all
education-related articles appearing in important general periodical such as Science, will,
without exception. be announced in CUE.
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EDIOERI DOCUMENT SELECTION REPORT

FROM:

ERIC Facility Acquisitions Department

Return of OERI Document or OERI-Sponsored Report Not Meeting Clearinghouse
Selection Criteria

REFERENCE:

Document has been/will be published as a journal article.

Quality of content is not acceptable.

Figure III: EDIOERI Document Selection Report (EFF-7I)
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Jounials from which articles are derived few announcement in CUE can be thought of as of

three types.

Education Core Journals
Journals totally concerned with the field of education.
Example: Journal o f Educational Research

Education-Related Journals
Journals that regularly and frequently contain articles bearing on education, but whose main

focus is elsewhere:
Example: Journal of Applied Psychology

Non-Education Journals
Journals the cccasionally, but infrequently, contain an education-related article.
Example: Science

3. Selection cf Articles Within Journals

The selection of individual articles within formally covered journals listed in the "Source

Journal Index" is guided by the following rules:

Coverage of designated car education jounials must be *cover-to-cover." This is defined

as comprehensive aid complete article coverage, normally excluding, however, such
miscellaneous items as book reviews, editorials, letters to the editor, newsletters, feature
columns, schedules of events, advertising, articles of one page cr less. etc.

Articles in education-related journals are selected for inclusion in CUE strictly on the basis
of their relationship to the field of education. Articles not related to education are
excluded, as are the miscellaneous type of material referred to above.

In addition to its regular *mai article workload, derived from journals formally covard
by CUE, it is permissible fcs. a Clearinghouse to input any good quality educaticm-related
article that may be detected in some other journal not regularly covered, e.g.. The New Yorker.

These axe called colloquially, "oneshot" articles. It is not necessary to receive prior apiroval
for "oneshots," but they should be identified as such by writing " oneshot" csi both the top of
the resume form mid in the "Comments* block on the log sheet. It should be remembered,
however, that the journal involved will not be listed in CUE among those formally covered.
In older to provide the user with means to obtain a copy of the article, if desired, it is
recommended that the acklrus of any small, obscure, or otherwise difficult to identify journal,
be cited in the cataloging. This "oneshot" category is intended to be used on an exception
basis, (i.e., no mom than one or two per month), for the occasional important article from a
non-education journal. Any journal that is repeatedly a source of woneshot" articles, should be
considered for possible regular formal coverage.

"Oneshat" articles present a special duplicate checking problem in that a Clearinghouse has
no way of knowing whether any other Clearinghouse has "discovered" the same article. All

that can be done is to check to be sure that the journal is not one that might fall within the

subject scope of another Clearinghouse. If that is a possibility, check with the other
Clearinghouse to be sure that they are not accessioning any articles from the same "oneshot"
journal ism.
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4. Procedures for Recommending New Journals to be Considered as Candidates for CUE

Clearinghouses nominate appropriate journals for inclusion in the *Source Journal index.*
New journals should be nominated by the Clearinghouse responsible for the subject area
concerned for either cover-to-cover cc* selective processing. Central ERIC appoves or
disapproves these nominations along with the CUE Publisher, on the basis of the overall size
of the list.

If non-Clearinghoese components (e.g., Central ERIC, EDRS, ERIC Facility, Oiyx Pius,
ACCESS ERIC) leant of new candidate journals, they should transmit the information to the
approgiate Clearinghouse. If the original recipient cannot determine the appropriate
Clearinghouse, the materials should be sent to the ERIC Facility's Acquisitions Department for
this decision.

Given the large number of journals covered by CUE, Clearinghouses should geneially attempt
to delete a marginal *mai (e.g., less valuable content or irregular publication schedule) in
order to add a significant new journal. The responsibility for making this decision belonp; to
the individual Clearinghouse. If, however, it becomes necessary in the opinion of Um
Clearinghouse to add one or more journals and not ta delete any, justifkation should be
submitted to Central ERIC which, in consultation with the CUE Publisher, will make a decision
in the matter.

For all approved jouznals. the selecting Clearinghouse should forward to the CUE Publisher
the journal name, publisher name and address, frequency, subscription price, and ISSN number.
for inclusion in the next 'Source Journal Index?

5. Journal Article Legibility and Availability

Journal articles are not handled by the ERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) and
are therefore not reproduced by EDRS for users in either :1 jcrofiche or paper copy. The articles
announced in CUE are available through the original jc,uroals themselves anti through repint
services such as UMI and ISI. For these reasons, questions of legibility, color, page size, type
point size, and reproducibility do not enta into eithc i. the selection process cw the later
cataloging process and need not be considered by the Clearinghouses.

6. Using RIE as an Archive to Store Journal "Runs"

The full text of documents announced in RM are stored on microfiche and are thereby
"archived" for future researchers. Once an item has bcen announced in RIE, a user knows that
it is going to be available, that it is permanently "in-print."

This special capability of ERIC can sometimes be used to advantage in order to archive
lengthy runs of serials that are obscure, not widely held by libraries, and not available via the
journal article reprint services, such as UMI.

In other words, if a Clearinghouse is covering a given journal for CUE, but that journal is
not available via UMI, the Clearinghouse might well want to consider *backing up" their C' JE
accessions by entering the entire journal. as a rim. in RM. They could then point the user to
the RIE micmfiche for the item for availability purposes.

BEST CPY AtTLABLE
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This approach presupposes that the Clearinghouse can obtain reproduction permission for the

journalfsesial in caseation.

Such a "nue must consist of at least a year's worth of the journal, but when taking this
approach, it is advantageous to the user for the RIE accession to consist of as long a run of the
journal as posskle. In this way, the user can go to a single location for the bulk of the journal

and need not consult multiple accession numbers.

7. Newsletters

Newsletters we usually the house organ of some organization and are intended as a mpid,
easily- and quickly-produced way a, keep in contact with the membership or constituency of
the organization. Newsletters me mama, frequently issued, typically containing extremely
brief materials, replete with transient news and notices.

Newsletters are serials, but usually without substantive articles that can be extracted. They
are troublesome for a conscientious database such as ERIC in that they are clearly useful to
their recipients, but are problematical to process into a system oriented toward monographic
material or extensive substantive articles on unitary subjects.

In general, newsletters are not acceptable material for either CUE or RIE, and individual
issues should not be selected for the ERIC database. If allowed in, in their multitudes, such
issues would clog the system with transient, ephemeral, look-alike accessions that would, over
time, cause retrieval problems. ERIC would not be doing the users a favor by burying their
search outputs in such material. For reasons such as these, virtually no other major
bibliographic database accessions newsletter issues.

ERIC can afford to make the following exceptions:

SITUATION SOLUTION

Newsletter contains
lengthy, substantive
article, comparable to
regular snick in
professional journals

(1) enter as one-shot article in CUE
OR

(2) if newsletter too obscure androt likely to be in libraries, and if
re . .. uction release obtainable, analyze article alone the
w 'le newsletter issue) in RIE, as if it were a monogi1i. The
name of the anicle is the title of the accession.

Newsletter issue is
devoted to single unified
theme and that issue
theme can be distinguished
from the general subject
matter always covaed by
the serial.

Enter in RIE as single accession, with issue theme title used as the
title of the accession.

Newsletter judged to be
highly useful in its
entirety, not readily
available, and reproduction
release obtainable.

Archive newsletter in RIE (and on the ERIC microfiche) by entering
as long a run as can be assembled as a single accession. Must be at
least a year's worth, and preferably more. The name of the journal is
the title of the accession.
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Acceprable Documents, 111-1 1
Mvisory Boards, 111-6
Age (of Document) III-15
Annual Reports, IU-1 1
Amides. see Journal Articles
Audieme (of MC). 111-5
Author(e)
Authority of, III-15
Authority of Author/Source/Sponsor, ILI-15
Avarlability
Doormen', 01-5, 26
Journal Article, III-35

Balance (on Controversial hams), 11146
Best Copy Available. 0I-2 1
Bias, III-24
Bibliographies, III-1 0. 25
Bills (legislation in Progrrns), III-1 2
Blank Pages, III-20
Books, III-1 1
Brief Moments (5 Pages or Less), 111-23. 24
Broadsides, III-12
Brochures, 01-I2
Broken Type, 111-1
Browsing (in R113/CM3), 111-8

Camera-Ready Copy, 01-2 1
Catalogs, 01-12
Characteristics of a Good Researrh Report, 111-3 1
CUE
Journal Article Availability, 111-35
Journal Article Legibility. III-35
Journal Selection, 111-32. 35
Recommending Journals for Coverage. III-35
Classic Docammts, III-15
Clearinghouse Advisory Boards, III-6
Colored Ink. III-18
Colored Psper, III-1 8
Commercial Materials, 01-1 1. 24
Compreheruiveness, 111-15
Conference Proceedings, III-10
Coogressional Hearings, III-1
Contractor Reports, III-10
Contrast, III-18
Coatribution to Knowledge. 111-1 3
Controversial Isms, 6
Core Educition Jounuds, 111-34
Corporate Materials. 111-24
Conigenda, III- 12
Council ot Europe, III-26
Cover-to-Cover Journals, III-34
Criteria for Judging Research Reports

and Proposals III-30
Current lades to Journals in Education, see CM
Curriculum Materials, III-28

Descriptive Note
for Legibility, III-2 1
Digests (ERIC), 01-32

Directories, III-1 I. 12
Discographies, 01-10
Dissertation Abassacts, I11-22
Dissertations, III-12. 22, 23
Ditto (Mimeographed) Copies, 111-1 8
Demurest Preparation. III-21
Doomed lype(s)
Advertising, 111-12
Announcements of lima*

Opportunities, III-12
Annual Reports, 111-1 I
13ddiogra1hies, 01-10, 24. 25
Bals (legislation in Process), 01-12
Boi*s. 01-1 1, 27
Brief Documents (5 Pages or Lass), III-1 1, 23, 24
Broadsides, III-12
Brads:nes, 01-1 2
Catalogs, 111-12
Classic, 01-26
Classroom Materials. 01-28
Collected Works, 111-27
Commercial Materials, 1, 24
Cade-once Procearings and Papers, II 1-10
Congesskurd Hearings. 111-10
--Contractor Reports, 01-10
--Corporase Materials, 111-24
--Conigrnda. III-1 2
Creative Worts, III-27
Comical= Materials. 111-28
Descriptions of Promising Practioes, III-24
Directories. U1-1 1, 12, 27
Discographies. III-10
Dissertations, 111-12, 22, 23. 27
Drafts, III-12
--EDADER1 Document Seketion

Report (EFF-71), 111-32
Employment Agreements, 111-12
Ephemera, III-12
ERIC Digests. III-32
Errata, III-12
Evaluation lastruments, III-24
--Evaluation Reports. III-10
Feasibility Studies, I11-10
Filmographies, 111-10
--Fiscal Reports. III-12
Flyers. 111-12
Foreign, III-26
Guides, 111-10
Histoncid Materials. III-27
Holdings Lists et Local Libraries, 111-27
Instructional Materials, 01-28, 29, 30
Interim Progress Reports, 111-12
--Journal Articles. 111-1 2
Journal Runs, III-12
--Journals (Theme Issues), 111-1
Legal Materials. III-27
--Lesson Plans. III-28

Education A8oncy (LEA) Reports, 111-12
Local laved Documents, 111-27
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-Machine-Readable Data Files, III-12
-Manuals, III-12
-Maps, III-27
-National Caner for Education

Statistics mi(ss). III-32
-News Releases, 111-12
-Newsletters, 01-12, 36
-Non-Confeance Plesentations, III-12
-Non-Print Materials, III-12
-Non-Prbit Madia, 111-27
-Nurnerical/Queseitative Data

C011011161313s. 111-24

-Office at Educational Resesseh
and Implovanent (ORRI), III-32

-Opinion Papers, 111-24
-Parochial Documents, III-27
-Personnel Policies, III-12
-Position/Opinion Papers. 111-10
-Poetess, 01-12
-Practicum Papers, I11-12
-Preliminaty Pawns Reports, III-12
-Promotional Materials, III-12
-Proposals, III-12
-Questionnartes, III-24
-Reauitment Materiak, 111-1 2
-Reference Materials, III-27
-Regulations, III-12
-Resew& Reports, III-10, 30, 3 1
-Revised Pages, 111-1 2
-Serials (Limited Osculation), 111-1 1
-Short Documents (Less than 5 Pages). 01-23
-Speeches, III-12, 24
-Standard*, III-12
-State Education Agency (SEA) Reports, 01-10
--State-of-the-Art PapersrReviews, 111-10
-Statistical Reports. 01-I0. 24
-Student Class Papers, 111-I2
-Student Guides, III-28
-Suakin-Written Materials, III-30
--Supplementaty Pages, III-12
-.Survey Instrumans. M-11
-Surveys. III-10, 27
-Synibetesfintetpretalions/Summasies. III-10
-Teacher Guides, III-28
-TN:finical Reports, 111-1
-Tests, 01-10, 24
-Textbook:, III-12
-Theme lames (a Journals). III-1 1. 36
-Theses, III-12. 22
-US. Department of Education, 111-10
-Units of Study, III-28
-Yesshoaa, III- I I
Demme:rigs)
-Acceptable. 111-1 1
-Age, III-15
-Audience. III-15
-Availability, 22
-Rest Copy Available, 01-2 1
-Bias, 111-24
-Camera-Ready Copy. 111-2 1
-Classic, 1E-15
-Comptelleartiveness, 111-15
-Controversial, 01-16
-Evaluation, 01-6
-Even-Handedness, 111-1 6

-Rsemplary, 01-26
-1110.1wrinen, 10-19
-Highlighted Text, 111-19
-Holographs, 111-19

111-5, 17

-Level 1 (remission to Reproduce), III-22
-Level 2 (Permisidoe so Repsoduce), 01-72
-Levrel 3 (No Pantheism to Reproduce), III-26
--Microfilming Prublems, 111-17
-Misaing Pages, 111-19
-Moat Suitable, 111-10
-Pagination, 111-19
-Paper, 01-19
-Photographs, I11-19
-Physical Ontacterittics. 111-I 7
-Physically Defective, III-21
-Point Size, 111-17
-Papanction (for Filming). III-20. 21
-Priorities (of Government) III-15
-PRIORITY, III-1 0, 21
-Purpose, 111-13
-Quality, M-5
-Relevance (of Document to Edueation), III-13
--Reproducibilky, 01-5. 1 7
-Reproduction Problems, 01-17
--Screening. 01-6
-Selection, 6
-Sexual Content. 111-1 6
--Short (5 Pages or Less), 1114
-State Education Agency (SEA), 111-1 I
-Subject Matter. 01-6
--Timeliness 01-15
-Transfer (to Other Clearinghouses), III-7. 9
--Type She, 111-17
-Types, 111-10
--Unsuitable, III-12
Dot Mattis Type, III-18
Doutle-framing (on Microfiche). 111-20
Drafts (of Documents), III-12

ED/OERI Document Seleetion Report
(EFF-7 1), III-32, 33

EDRS
-Reproduction Problems, 111- 17
Eduestion-Related Journals, III-34
Educatioo-Relatedness, III-7
EFF-70 (ERIC Facility Form), 01-7, 9
EFF-7 1 (ERIC Facility Rolm), III-33
Effectiveness of Psesentatkm, 111-14
Employment Agreements, 01-1 2
Ephemera, 111-12
ERIC Ociaringhonse Publicaticms, III-1 I
ERIC Cleminghouse Scope of Interest Guide. 111-6. 7
ERIC Digests, III-32
ERIC Document Reproduction Sesvice, see EDRS
ERIC Docurnent Transfer Form (EFF-70), 9
Errata. 111-1 2
Ethnic Concerns, III-16
Evaluation (of Docrunans), 111-6
Enluation Form, III-6
Evahlation Instrwnents, III-10
Evaluation Reports. III-10
Even-Handedness (on Cauroversial Issues), III-16
Exemplary Documents, 111-I I
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41.

Faim 'Type, 111-10
Feasibility Medics. III-10
Filmographies, M -10
Fiscal Reports, 01-12
Flyers, 11I-12
%Hoots, 01-20
Fangs)
EFF-70 (ERIC Document Transfer Form), III-7
EFF-7I =PERI Document Selecticat

Repot). III-32
Evaluation. 111-6

Gender Concerns, 01-16
General Motors, Inc., III-24

Handwriting. 111-19
Highlighted Tem, 10-19
Holottlyphs, III-19

ME, III-26
Ink (Colored), M-la
Innovative Practices, 10-14
Institute for Scientific Information. me ISI
Instructional Materials, 111-28. 29, 30
Interim Progress Repots. 111-12
Intemationel Bureau of Ed. cation, see IBE
ISI, 111-35

Journal Mtick(s)
Availability. III-35
Legibility, 01-35

Oneshot, 01-34
Selection, 01-11, 34
Journal Runs. III-12, 35
Journal(s)

Core Education, 111-34
Cover-to-Cover, III-34
Educs6on-Related, 111-54
Journal Article Legbility. III-35

New. 111-35
Non-Education Journals, 01-34
Selectioa, 01-32, 35

Kellogg. Inc., 01-24
Knowledge
Contribution to, 01-13
New Applications, 01-14
Kodak, Inc, III-24

Lcganlity. 17. IS
Level I (Permission to Reproduce), 01-22, 23
Lewd 2 (Permission to Reproduce). 01-22. 23
Level 3 (No Pennissioa In Reproduce), 01-22, 23
Local Collections (at aeminghouse Hosts). 111-5
Local Education Agencies (LEA's), M-I2
.L..ecal Interest Documents, III-27

Machine-Readable Data Files, 01-12
Manuals, 1111-12

Masters Abmracts, 111-23
Masters Theses, III-23
McDonald's. Ise., 111-24

Microfiche
Level 1 (Permission rts Reproduce), 111-72
Level 2 (Permission to Reondiace), 111-22
Subscription (by Cleninghouse), 111-8
Microfdroing Probkms. III-17
Minority Coneems, 111-16
Missing Pages, 01-19
Most Sahebs Documents. 01-10

Natiosal Council of Teachers el
Mathematia,

WES, 01-32
NCTM, 111-30
New ApplicetiOnz of Knowledge, 111-14
New Journals, 01-35
News Relemes 01-12
Newsletters, 01-12, 36
Non-Education Journals, 111-34
Non-Print Materials, III-12
Numerical/Quantitative Data
Compilation, 01-10, 24

OECD, III-26
OERI. 111-32
OnesliM Articles, 111-34, 37
Onionskin, III-19
Ovedap
Document Scope Overlaps Clearinghouses, 01-7
Overlapping Images. 111-20
Overiime Pages, 111-70
Ozalid Blue Line Process, 111-18

Page Size. III-20
Porte(t)
Blank, 111-20
Do2ble-Framing. 111-20
Foldouts, 111-20
Mining, III-19
Ovatiapping Images. 111-20
Oversized, 01-20
Reduction Ratio, 01-20
Revised, III-12
Separator, 111-20
Size, 111-20
--Supplememary. III-12
Tabs, III-20
Undersized, 111-20
Pagination
Pmbiems, 111-19
Paper Color. 10-18
Parochial Documents, 111-27
Penney, (LC.), Inc.. 01-24
Permission to Reproduce
Level 1. III-n
--Level 2, 111-22
--Level 3, 111-26
Perm:owl Policies, 01-12
Photographs. 111-19
Physical Characteristics (of Doorments), 111-17
Point Size (of Type). III-17
Positkm/Opinion Papers. 111-10
Posters, 01-12
Practicum Papers, III-12
Presentations, 111-12
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Priorities
Omensinessal, 111-1
Responsiveness to, 111-1 5
PRIORM Documeses III-10
Proposals,
Pab Basket Types, III-5, 10
Publiation(s)
ERIC Cleariughouse, 111-1 1
Purpose (of Document), 111-1 3

Quality (of Document), 111-5

Recommending Journals for Coverage
by CUE, 111-35

Reavitment Materials, 141-12
Reduction Rmio, I11-20
Regulations, III-12
Reimer!: (of Doamtent to Education), 111-7,
Reput(s)
Annual,. M-1 1
Connacsore III-10
Evaluation, 111-10
Interim Progress. III-12
Resesrch. 111-10, 3
Technical, 111-10
Repotting (thoroughness of), 111-1 4
Repsodualnlity (of Document), III-5, 17
Reproduction Problems, 111-17
Research Reports, III-10, 30, 31
Respousiveness to Priorities. III-1
Revised Pages. 111-12

Supplementary Pages, III-12
Survey Instruments, III-1 1

Tabs, III-20
Teacher Guides, 111-28
Technical Reports, III-10
Tests, 111-10
Teatbooks, III-12
Theme Issues (i Saida), 111-11.36
Theses, 01-12, 22
Thoioughness of Repotting, 111-1 4
Timelinem, 111-/
Trade Associations, 111-24
Mader (of Documents), 111-7, 9
TWe
Broken, 111-I 8
Dm Matrix Type, 111-1 8

13 Faint, 111-18
Point Size, UI-17
Size, 111-17
Smudged, M-1$

Scope Infringement. III-7
Scope el Worst (of Clearinghouses), 111-6, 7
.katenktg (of Documents), III-6
Screening Camnittees, 01-6
Searching
by Clearinghouse Prefix, III-S
Selection
Clesainghluse Responsibility, III-6
Criteria, 111-5, 10
Journal Articies, 32
Summasy of Significant Rules, III-3
Separator Pages, I11-20
Serials (Pulslications)
Limited aradation, 111-1 1
Sex Fairness, 111-16
Sexual Content (ef Documents), III-16
Shod Documents, (5 Pages or Less), 111-1 1, 23, 24
Significance (of Ccetrilsatirm to Knowledge). 111- 13
Smudged Type, III-1S
Source Journal Index. 01-32. 34
Speeches, 01-1 2
Standards, M-12
State Education Agency (SEA) Docmnents, III-10, 1 1
Stste-of-the-Art Reviews, 111-10
Statistical Compilations, 111-10
Sindent Class Papas, III-12
Student Guides, 01-211
Student-Wrinen Materials, 111-30
Subject Matter Documents, 111-6
Subject Specialists (Use in Sekction). 01-6
Surma)? ra: Significant Rides
Selection, III-3

U.S. Department of Education Documents. 111-1 0. 32
UMI
Dissertation Abstracts. III-23
Masters Abstnicts, III-24
Reprint Saviors, 111-35
Undersized Pages, III-20
Unesco. 111-26
University Microfilms International, see UMI
Univetsity of Chia's°. 111-22
Unsuitable Documents, III-12
Users (of ERIC), III-5

Yearbooks, 111-1 1


